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With slang expressions galore, one need never be at a loss for words to say how one feels. Here are some more or less familiar expressions. In each case, what feeling are they used to convey? Answers can be found in Answers and Solutions at the end of this issue.

1. foaming at the mouth
2. have a bellyful
3. do one’s nut
4. go haywire
5. jump down one’s throat
6. get on one’s high horse
7. be like a chicken with its head cut off
8. be like a wet hen
9. be in a snit
10. have one’s nose out of joint
11. be loaded for bear
12. pop one’s cork
13. raise the roof
14. go all to pieces
15. be pissed
16. be out of sorts
17. turn on the waterworks
18. look like you’ve lost a pound and found a sixpence
19. fire on someone
20. go bananas
21. be gung-ho
22. come on strong
23. come on like gangbusters
24. get a bee in one’s bonnet
25. be up a gum tree
26. be champing at the bit
27. stick one’s neck out
28. have the wind taken out of one’s sails
29. sell a wolf ticket
30. be all tuckered out